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Take a second and think about how you spend your workweek. What are some common trends 
you notice throughout your day? Attorneys are often sedentary, spending much of their day 
sitting at a desk, juggling emails, phone calls, reading, and then sometimes commuting to resolve 
a case. In their book “Yoga For Lawyers” (https://amzn.to/2O7Xw11), Hallie N. Love and 
Nathalie Martin state, “This combination of an overworked brain and an inactive body causes the 
body and the mind to become disconnected and out of balance.” If you are an individual with a 
sedentary work schedule, make a conscious effort to move your body, eat healthier, and surround 
yourself with positive and uplifting individuals. Take a second and ask yourself these questions: 
“What are some common trends throughout my workday?”  
“How many hours a day am I behind a desk?” 
“How many hours a day am I driving/commuting?” 
 
As a Wellness Consultant for MSBA, I have noticed some common work trends for lawyers 
include: sitting for more than 8 hours a day, dining out for lunch/dinner, late nights, early 
mornings, minimal breaks, and long hours in court. Throughout this article, we will discuss 
breaking three unhealthy work trends, suggesting convenient and effective methods to increase 
your productivity at work, and in life. 
 
Work Trend 1:  High Stress Environment 
 
Everyone deals with stress, not just lawyers. Attorneys tend to experience higher levels of stress 
than average Americans. As a lawyer, what are the most stressful situations you encounter? What 
causes you stress? Write down a list of common situations that cause you stress. You need to 
know your own trigger points in order to counter their negative effects. Love and Martin state 
that some common stressors include, “negative people, difficult conversations/situations, 
increase in financial obligations, tight schedules, long hours, workload, traumatic event, chronic 
illness, etc.” 
 
Once you identify the causes behind stressful situations, it is time to analyze and determine how 
to combat, or deal with that stressor in a positive way. Eliminate negative people from your life 
(if possible). Surround yourself with individuals who are on the same path as you. If you cannot 
get rid of the negative people, step away, take a deep breath, and approach that individual - or 
group of people -  and ask to have a conversation. Inform them how you feel; see how they 
respond, and move forward.  
 
Stress comes in all shapes and sizes. We have good, and bad stressors in our lives. We defined 
some common negative stressors, what about the good? One common good stressor is exercise 
and fitness. Placing your body in an uncomfortable state, for a finite duration, will help you 
present yourself in a different way. You will feel more confident, energy levels increase, and 
endorphins run high right after you move your body.  
Try this:  For one week (7 days) place your body in an uncomfortable state for at least two 
minutes each day. Some examples include: go for a run, take the stairs, try a new workout, or 
take a cold shower.  



 
Stress levels will differ based on personality and how you respond to situations. Instead of 
worrying yourself sick (literally), assess the situation, individual, environment in a positive way.  
 
Work Trend 2: Long Hours 
As stated in Work Trend 1, tight schedules and long hours place negative stress on our bodies. 
Our mind-body connection slowly starts to diminish over time if we do not resolve the situation. 
As a lawyer, it’s hard to take time off when you are in the middle of a case, meeting with clients, 
or trying to keep up with your phone and emails. Take at least 90 second breaks throughout the 
day to disconnect. Leave your phone at your workstation, head outside for some fresh air, and 
just breathe. Take a walk around the office to get your mind off of your to-do list, work, or a 
high stress encounter. Do this for at least 90 seconds a couple times throughout the day. At the 
end of the day, assess yourself. Ask the question: after each break, did I notice an increase in 
energy, and productivity levels?  
 
Work Trend 3: Clutter 
When you head into your office, what does your workstation look like? Are papers piled up, 
scattered throughout your station, or neatly organized? Your workstation correlates to how your 
brain feels. Think about it. When your work station has four post-it note reminders, papers 
scattered everywhere, or cluttered garbage, it is likely that your brain feels the same way. Set 
your work station up for success with these three tips:  
1. Organize your station throughout your day. Take 30 seconds to reorganize your folders, 

papers, and throw away garbage, after your 90-second breaks, as recommended in Work 
Trend 1. 

2. Have your office smell good with candles, essential oils, or air fresheners.  
3. Display your favorite motivational quote where you can see it everyday. My favorite is, “The 

journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step.”  
 
As a reminder, we all live busy, high-stressed lives. Take time for yourself, be present in the 
moment, set your workstation up for success, and associate yourself with positive, uplifting 
individuals in your life. Your perspective will change when you switch these three “unhealthy” 
work trends, with each “healthy” recommendation.  
 
Haley Shaw owns Amp Up Fitness. You can contact Haley at Haley@AmpUpFitness.com or 
check out her website for offerings at www.AmpUpFitness.com . 
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